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Management of Service-oriented
Architecture (SoA)-based Application
Systems
Flexible business processes are a key success factor for enterprises t o succeed i n globalized rnarkets.
The Service-oriented Architecture (SoA) concept is very well suited to support flexible business processes
and their underlying application systerns because services can be cornposed in an efficient way to achieve a
high level of agility. However, the rnanagernent of SoA-founded application systerns is oiten neglected.
Thus, in this paper we conclude and extend our previous work on the enhancement of the generic SoAbased concept by additional rnanagernent functionality, e.g. rnonitoring rnechanisrns and SLA rnanagernent.
As a validation of our concept we introduce WSQoSX, a prototypical irnplernentation based on Web
Services.

1

lntroduction

In a globalized world, companies of nearly any size
are confronted with a continuously changing
environment. A crucial competitive fictor is-the
ability to react quickly, flexibly, and efficiently to
changes of the environment by adapting the
business strategy to new conditions, e.g. [HaChOS].
If the business strategy needs to be flexible and
quickly adaptable, the Same requirement applies to
the business processes derived from that business
strategy. Furthermore, as IT applications support or

execute parts of a company's business processes or
even the processes as a whole, the flexibility of the
processes strongly depends on the flexibility of the
underlying applications and IT architecture [Oest95].
Today. companies mostly use commercial off-the-shelf
software (COTS) to support or execute parts of their
business processes. But instead of adapting this
standard software to existing business processes, the
processes are aligned to those pre-configured by the
selected COTS software [Oeh105]. Even simple
changes of business processes demand a tremendous
customizing effort.
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An approach to meet this challenge is the ''Twolevel-programrning" paradigm [LeRoOO] aiming at
flexible. agile, and reliable application systems
realized by a clear separation of control and
business logic. Following this paradigm, changes of
processes can be made with almost no effects on
the business logic and vice versa. Additional
flexibility of business processes can be achieved by
using reference models [FeLo04]. Thus, processes
do not have to be modeled from scratch, but can be
derived from domain specific models. An even
more effective way of process modeling is the
reusability of so-called process components that
can be orchestrated to business processes.
However, a necessary requirement is the
availability of a sufficient number of process
components to realize individual processes
[Lang97]. Related to the business logic additional
flexibility can be achieved by following the
component-based
application
development
approach, e.g. [SzGM02; OrtnOS]. The basic idea
behind this concept is the composition and
orchestration of reusable software components to
complex applications. As a major advantage of this
approach, process components designed at the
process layer can be mapped onto software
components. The assembly of components can be
rnade at design or at runtirne. The selection and
assernbly of components at runtime leads to
loosely coupled application systems that provide a
high degree of flexibility and agility [GrOr05].
Nowadays, the Service-oriented Architecture (SoA)
paradigm is recomrnended as an emerging
architectural blueprint that enables flexible support
of business processes by orchestrating services to
business processes. In the rest of the paper this
approach is called SoA-based application system.
However, the management of SoA-based
application systems is often neglected. Thus, we
propose the enhancement of a SoA by dedicated
managernent functionalities to discover, select,
assemble, and execute appropriate components for
orchestrating application systems. As a proof-ofconcept of our approach we present Web Service
Quality of Service Architectural Extension
(WSQoSX) as a prototypical irnplementation based
on Web Service technology.
The rernainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we introduce basic technologies to
improve the flexibility of application systems. The
requirernents on the management of SoA-based
application systems are discussed in Section 3. In
Section 4 we describe the implernentation of an

application managernent system based on Web
Services. The paper closes with a Summary and outlook
on future research issues.

2

Architecture and Basic Technologie~of SoA-based Application
Systems

In this section, we introduce the core concepts needed
to realize flexible and agile application systems as
outlined above.

2.1

Flexibility of Business Processes

Flexible business processes should be modifiable in
short time and with maintainable effort. These
modifications are changes of the process sequence, the
insertion or omission of sub processes and activities of
the business process. Applying the principles proposed
by a component-based sofiware developrnent approach
to business processes promise to offer the desired
flexibility and efficient process modeling. Process
components are assembled to business processes.
They are reusable in different contexts and offer e.g.
best-practice domain-specific solutions. For further
details we refer to similar approaches presented by
[AaIs99; MaCH03; AAD+04].
Starting from a company's business strategy, process
components are identified while performing functional
business process decornposition as part of an in-depth
business process analysis. Figure 1 shows the result of
the decomposition of a generic credit process. The
credit process was decomposed into the sub processes
loan request. credit assessment, senlicing and workout.
In our example, the sub process credit assessment is
decomposed again. Results are the sub processes
intemal rating, external rating and decision, which itself
can be decomposed. A further step of decomposition of
the sub process internal rating leads to the activities
evaluate documents, evaluate employment and
evaluate income [BeHSOS].
As shown in Figure 1 every single activity, sub process
and process itself can be a process component,
depending on the degree of granularity and flexibility
needed and required by the business. The decision on
the degree of granularity is a trade-off between
reusability of the single cornponents in different
contexts and the effort to configure the process of
process components.
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Figure 1: Decomposition of a generic credit process at the p,rocess layer [BeHS05]

2.2

Flexibility of SoA-Based Application
Systems

In the previous section, we introduced how to
decompose business processes using process
components. If activities, sub processes or even the
whole process should be computer-supported or
-executed, the corresponding IT application has to be
as flexible as the process itself. Applications built of
loosely-coupled software components have the
potential to offer this flexibility, e.g. [Ortn05].
According to [ABC+02], a component consists of
different (software) artifacts. It is reusable, selfcontained and marketable, provides sewices through
well-defined interfaces, hides its implementation, and
is designed to be deployed in different potential
configurations. lmplementing flexible processoriented applications, every process component is
assigned to a specialized cornponent that supports or
executes the tasks of the process component. A
Service-oriented Architecture enables the coaction of
these services.
A SoA is a specific software architecture based on
sewices as fundamental elements for integrating and
developing applications, e.g. [BarrOB; Papa03;
KrBS051. They are well-defined, self-contained, and
encapsulate high-level business functionality.
Sewices can be implemented as specific software
components. Sewices comrnunicate with each other
by sending and receiving messages and can adopt
different roles. A SoA is characterized by the loosely
coupling of the services involved, which is essential
for flexible applications. When acting as a service
provider a service publishes its interfaces that can be
invoked b y other services that play the role of a

service requestor. Services can be replaced by other
services at runtime. A SoA supports location

transparency which denotes that sewices should
have their definitions and location information stored
in a repository and are accessible by a variety of
clients that could locate and invoke the sewices
independent of their location [Papa03]. To enable
agile applications and processes a SoA aims at
reducing complexity. This is achieved by the loosely
coupling of the involved sewices and the decoupling
of the technologies used at provider and requestor
sides [KrBS05]. As a consequence, a SoA shifts the
focus from technical to business requirernents. From
a business perspective, SoA-based application
systems have the potential to achieve significant cost
saving due to the reduction of maintenance costs and
the fact that a SoA can be Seen as an enabling
framework for Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)
[BeMS04; StBM04; BHMSOS].
A modification of an existing business process will
primarily affect the order and scope of service
invocations and does not automatically result in
changes of the underlying IT architecture. In order to
increase flexibility, services are not connected to
each other directly but using a Workflow Management
System (WfMS) as an orchestration engine following
the principle of a strict distinction between control and
execution of business processes.
If a sub process of a business process is supported
or executed by a sewice, the WfMS invokes the
previously determined service via its interface. The
WfMS provides services with required input
Parameters and if applicable - receives the results of
the execution in order to transfer them to following
organizational resources. There are three main
advantages of this approach: First, existing business
processes can be rapidly adapted to a changing

-

environment.
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Figure 2: Service-based Business Process Outsourcing
This can be done by modifying the process
sequence and recombining existing and novel
process components and the executing Services
administered by one basic system. Secondly, it is
possible to integrate legacy systems by
encapsulating them with a service interface
allowing a transparent usage of their functionality.
Thirdly, using loosely coupled services it is possible
to obtain services not only from intemal service
providers but from extemal service vendors. This
supports a type of BPO called Service-based BPO
which is depicted in Figure 2.
Our approach supports the reusability of process
components as well as Services in different
business processes, which leads to further cost
reductions, improved reliability and a faster
development of component-based and ITsupported business processes [NatiOS]. Business
processes can be plugged together out of process
components using a construction kit [MCL+99].
Repositories [Ortn99] can be used to manage and
Store those process components, information about
s e ~ i c e sand mappings between them.
For the means of data integration we propose data
services managing the data flow between services
and backend systems. In particular, data services
encapsulate and manage complex data structures.
Furthermore, data services enable manipulating
data in a consistent way and also provide data
access to database systems. Data services can be
enriched with additional functionality that checks
the validity of the required data.

3

Management
of
Application Systems

SoA-based

In the previous section the SoA concept as an
architectural blueprint for enabling flexible processes
and their underlying application systems is presented.
However, to establish dynamic and robust application
systems
in
real-world scenarios, application
management is cnicial. Thus. in this section we present
requirements on a comprehensive management system
for SoA-based applications.
Therefore, we have identified several components
offering dedicated management functionality. Those
management components as a whole form an
application management system (Figure 3). Depending
on the current state of the application system lifecycle,
the components are separated into two groups:
construction and execution components.

3.1

Discovery Component

As an initial step of the construction process of an
application system, adequate services supporting the
business processes have to be located by the
Discovery Component. The most suitable ones are
selected to be integrated in the application system in
the subsequent step performed by the Selection
Component.
Assuming the business process is already decomposed
into process components, the Discovery Component
performs a search for appropriate services that offer the
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functionality required by the process components.
To generate highly flexible application Systems, a
mapping between process cornponents and
services has to be created for every process
component on the lowest level of the process
hierarchy. But from a business perspective it also
makes sense to search for services on a higher
level of the process hierarchy in order to find
services supporting wider functionality.
If the search is not successful as one or more
services are not available or not known to the local
repository, the Discovery Component has to stop
the construction process and inform the application
system designer about the missing components,
which can also be supported from external
Partners. In case no component could be obtained
the business process has to be adapted or the
missing components have to be implemented.
A precondition of discovery is the detailed
specification of services to search for using a
specification framework. The same specification
framework can be used for the internal reference
specification as well as for the service specification
used by extemal component catalogs. Based on
the reference specification, services are searched
for in both internal (e.g. an enterprise repository)
and external service catalogs (e.g. a service
marketplace).
The comparison of the reference specification with
service specifications may result in dificulties, as
the characteristics can be specified by the service
requestors and providers in different ways. To
overcome those dificulties, the specification of all
characteristics should be standardized. For this
purpose a normative expert language could be
used for the specification of the functionality of both
process components and services.
Alternatively, semantic web technologies [LaSw99]
or ontologies [Fens03] could be applied. In
ontologies concepts are correlated. Thus, the
search for appropriate services not only includes
those, whose specification matches exactly the
reference specification, but also services that are
specified using synonymous or similar concepts.

3.2 Selection Component
The Selection Component decides which specific
service is assigned to an abstract process
component. For that purpose, it has to assess and

compare the charactenstics of the services being
delivered by the Discovery Component.
In addition to the compliance with functional
requirements, the Selection Component also considers
the non-functional attributes. Besides costs the Quality
of Service (QoS) attributes are subsumed as nonfunctional attributes. QoS attributes (e.g. [MaNa02;
Ran031) can be divided into runtime related QoS
criteria, e.g. scalability, capacity, and performance (e.g.
response time, latency, throughput), transaction support
related criteria (e.g. atomicity, consistency, integrity,
and durability), and security related criteria (e.g.
authentication, authorization and data encryption). An
additional QoS criterion which is referred to as
reputation measures the average ranking given by end
users, though only the end users perspective is
considered. Compliance as a further QoS related
criterion measures how often the service provider has
delivered the offered service levels accurately. Thus,
compliance represents the ability of a service provider
to maintain the service level of each QoS Parameter
laid out in a SLA [KaKL03].
The Selection Component can also be triggered at
runtime to switch to another service when the runtime
behavior differs from the one estimated at planning time
[PaKL03].
The technique applied by the Selection Component can
be based on local optimization strategies as well as on
global ones, e.g. [ZBN+04]. Local optimization selects
services that are high-ranked within a specific category
(e.g. performing a customer rating) whereas global
optimization considers optimization criteria and
constraints with regard to the workflows as a whole.
When dealing with multiple QoS categories like cost,
reputation or maximal execution time, we have to
aggregate the QoS for each category and for each
pattern which leads to a multidimensional optimization
problem [JaMG05]. For a more detailed discussion of
those approaches we refer to our previous work in
[BHRSOG].

3.3 Rating Component
The Rating Component calculates a ranking based on a
given SLA and runtime behavior of former executions of
a specific service. Considering compliance as
mentioned in Section 3.2 the Rating Component has to
build up a rating of the services and service providers.
which represents the degree to which extent the
requirernents have been fulfilled in the past. With this
rating the Service Selection Component itself can learn
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Figure 3: A management system for SoA-based applications and processes [BGR+05]
from the behavior of the past and is able to choose
the best service in the future.
In a SLA measurable as well as non-measurable
attributes like reputation and security are defined.
Both types of criteria have to be evaluated by the
Rating Component, although non-measurable
values have to be assessed by IT experts before.
For this assessment we propose an evaluation
matrix [BHMS05]. After the assessment by the IT
expert and the evaluation of measurable values, a
Score of the according service is calculated, which
again is used to create a ranking of all potential
services [BHMS05]. This ranking can be used as a
basis for a subsequent dynamic selection of the
particular services. In addition to the ranking
created by the Rating Component, an IT expert is
able to define constraints concerning further QoS
requirements (e.g. "response time always smaller
than 1Oms").
To realize flexibility. if various users (e.g. paying
users or guests) Want to have access to different
services, a kind of prioritization scheme is
essential. The realization that the paying User has
to be served first can be done by implementing a
prioritization scheme. To achieve a controlled
throughput coming along with a guarantee that
several requests will be served and avoid that
some requests will get lost, it has to be ensured
that for every m requests of a higher priority also n
requests of a lower priority will be processed
[ShAS03].

3.4

Assembly Component

After determining the appropriate internal and external
services, their integration in an application system has
to be prepared. Based on the services chosen by the
Selection Component, the Assembly Component
manages the construction of the execution plan.
Furthermore, the Assembly Component provides
wrapping services to overcome any kind of
heterogeneity, e.g. by converting data types of input or
output message elements.

3.5 Execution Component
After const~ctingthe application system, the main task
of an application management system at runtime is to
control the execution of the business process and to
invoke the participating services in the correct
sequence, at the right time and providing them with the
required input - if necessary - via wrapping services.
This task could be assigned to a WfMS behaving as an
Execution Component that is capable to manage not
only software services but also other organizational
resources (employees, knowledge, etc.) [JaBu96].

3.6

Accounting Component

Accounting is the process of tracing application Systems
activities to a responsible source [AtisOl] usually
conducted by the service provider as a foundation for
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charging and billing. Accounting activities aim at
keeping track of which requests and responses
have been sent to or received from Partner
services. The cost of the used service, which is
dependent on the demands of QoS, is an essential
criterion when deciding the pricing of a web service.
The Accounting Component enables the realization
of different billing strategies. To introduce several
pricing mechanisms the Accounting Component
should support the following approaches: In
traditional Application Service Provider (ASP)
scenarios the pay-as-you-go model is used for
pricing of services, where the customer has to pay
a subscription fee plus a transaction based charge
[MaSV04]. In general, we can identify some basic
charging models as the Rat rate model, where the
User has unlimited access to the service and the
pay-per-use model, where the User has to pay a fee
for each invocation of the service. Besides these
rnodels there are the one-off payment model,
where the User can use the service for its lifetime
after a certain payment and the lease-based model,
where the User can invoke the service after a
certain payment any number of times within a given
time period [SMS+03].
Three pricing policies can be distinguished:
commoditized services, channelized services and
customized services [MaSV04]. The pricing models
for these categories named by the authors are a
subscription-based pricing model, a transactionbased pricing model and a risk-based pricing
model.

3.7

Monitoring Component

At execution time the QoS Parameters defined by
the SLA are monitored by the Monitoring
Component. The component analyzes the data
collected by the Accounting Component and
compares them to the guaranteed characteristics
defined in the SLA. In case of deviations between
SLA and measured data the provider of the
particular service as well as the service requestor
are notified. Furthermore, not only notifications to
service provider and requestor are sent in case of
non SLA compliant Web Services, but badperforming services can be automatically
substituted by other services with the sarne

functionality sending a message to the Selection
Component.
To monitor the QoS attributes a customizable SLA
monitonng engine can be used [SMS+02]. While
monitoring the QoS attributes during the service
execution a replanning process can be triggered, if
there is a high likelihood for a SLA violation or if the
deviation between the actual and the estimated QoS is
very high.
The replanning mechanism is able to trigger the
Selection Component selecting different services to
satisfy the QoS requirements. In crucial situations the
tradeoff between a possible improvement by using a
replanning mechanism and the replanning overhead
has to be balanced [CPEVOS]. In [BHRSOG] we propose
an extremely fast performing heuristic based replanning
mechanism, which ensures that the execution of a Web
Service workflow remains feasible, valid and optimal.

3.8 SLA Management Component
SLAs are bilateral contracts between a customer and a
service provider used to guarantee a special QoS for a
service, especially the levels of availability and
performance [KeLu02]. Besides, a SLA can contain
pricing, contractual and other information. SLAs are the
result of a negotiation between a customer and a
s e ~ i c eprovider. In RFC 3198 a conformed SLAs
definition to our approach can be found [WSS+Ol].
In our approach, SLAs are handled by the SLA
Management Component. This component parses a
given SLA and extracts the relevant information about
guarantees to provide the Monitoring Component with.

3.9 Deconstruction Component
The Deconstruction Component manages the controlled
removal of services. The Deconstruction Cornponent
identifies the effective dependencies between the
service to be removed and other services and evaluates
the consequences of removing the service for active
workflow instances and the workflow schema [CrLaOO].
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3.10

Enterprise Repository System as
lntegration Means

Repositories are documentation systems. On metalanguage-level artifacts, e.g. data structures,
software components, or process components are
descnbed in a structured way. The data structure
for the documentation of these language artifacts is
called meta schema or documentation structure of
a repository system.
As an essential element of an application
management system the repository includes
catalogs for process and software components as
well as the descriptions of other organizational
resources [GrOr05]. Figure 4 shows a part of the
meta schema of an enterprise repositoty, including
the documentation structure of the software
component catalog and the structure for
documenting the usage of the software
components in application systems. An example of
a sophisticated specification framework for software
components is presented in [Over04].
The application-specific (semantical) integration of
the components of different categories and the
component-based application systems can be
managed using a normative expert language that is
also documented in the repository [Ortn99].

4

WSQoSX: A Prototypical Implementation of an Application
Management System

In this section we introduce the prototypical
implementation of
a
SoA-based
application
management system presented in Section 3 using Web
Service technology.

4.1

Web Service Technology

Web Services can be regarded as a SoA-enabled
technology. A Web Service is defined as a selfcontained, modular business application that has Open,
Internet-oriented, standard-based interfaces [BCC+04].
The Web Service core Standards are formed by Web
Service Definition Language (WSDL), Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) and Universal Description,
Discovety and Integration (UDDI). WSDL is used as
interface definition language, SOAP as communication
protocol and UDDI as a repository to publish and
search for particular Web Services, e.g. [ACKM04].
QoS related to Web Services refers to the nonfunctional properties of a Web Service, e.g. (MaNa021.
Enterprises are not willing to rely on Web Services
hosted by extemal Service providers, if there is no
guarantee about their QoS needs. However. the
rnanagernent of QoS attributes is offen neglected. Thus,
we introduce our prototypical implementation based on
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Web
Service technology
that offers
a
comprehensive QoS-aware management support.

the web front end (portal) of the application
management system in order to announce
information
about
his
business
as
demonstrated in Figure 5. After the registration
the provider is allowed to publish his Web
Services according to pre-defined categories
(e.g.
credit
rating).
Furthermore,
a
corresponding SLA has to be referenced as
well, which defines the core QoS Parameters
of the offered services. At the time a potential
User of the service agrees to this offer a
contract between provider and User is
established.

lmplementation

4.2

As a proof-of-concept, a Prototype of an application
management system supporting QoS in a Web
Services based SoA was developed at Technische
Universität
Darmstadt.
The
application
management system called Web Service Quality of
Service architectural Extension (WSQoSX) can be
Seen as a partial implementation of the concepts
presented in Section 3. The implementation uses
the Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services (BPEL4WS) to execute processes but is
not restricted to BPEL4WS. To realize those
concepts and to achieve the required QoS, different
components were designed and implemented.

-

Portal-based Web Service Registration:
The provider of a service has to register at

-

SLA Management A SLA Management
Component is responsible for the evaluation of
submitted SLAs. The component extracts
information about Web Services, e.g. provider
name. name of the Web Service and
guaranteed QoS attributes, prepares it for
further processing and Stores the information
inside the repository of the application
management system. SLAs are modeled
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based on IBM's Web Service Level
Agreement (WSLA) framework [KeLu02;
LKD+03].

Service with the Same functionality as far as
such a service is known to the application
management system.

-

Dynamic Web Service Selection: The
dynamic selection of Web Services is
conducted by the Selection Component. It
invokes Web Services after comparison of
the services QoS attributes stored in the
repository by the Rating Component. In
our Prototype invocations of Web Services
are created by a BPEL4WS engine
executing a given process description.
Furthermore. the accounting mechanism
is started as well while invoking the
service throunh the Selection Component.
The ~ c c o u n t ? nComponent
~
tracks every
event needed for settlement like start and
end time of Web Service usage (e.g. in
case of time-based accounting) as well as
potentially occurring errors.

-

Dynamic replacement of bad-peforming
or erroneous Web Services at runtime:
Based on information gathered by the
QoS Monitoring Component at runtime.
the system is able to substitute Web
Services
not fulfilling
the
SLAs
requirements during the execution of a
process. This is realized by sending a
message to the Selection Component to
terminate the bad-performing or erroneous
Web Service and to start another Web

The BPEL4WS engine does not invoke a Web Service
(e.g. a credit rating Web Service) directly. Web Service
invocation is managed by a Proxy Component instead.
To facilitate this kind of indirection, the SLA
Management Component automatically substitutes the
physical address of the Web Service for the address of
the Proxy Component at the time of service registration
at the portal. Acting as a server waiting for Web Service
invocations in form of SOAP messages encapsulated in
HTTP requests, the Proxy Component works as a
dispatcher in this architecture. Whenever a Web
Service invocation is received on a dedicated port of the
server, it starts a client thread, which itself is
responsible to process the actual invocation made by
the BPEL4WS engine and to route back the results of
the invocation. The interaction of the participating
architectural components is depicted in Figure 6.
After receiving a HTTP request containing the Web
Service URL and the SOAP message sent by the
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) engine
(Step 1 in Figure 6), the Proxy Component creates both
a client thread (Step 2) and a request object based on
the data received (Step 2.1). The client thread of the
Proxy Component will be closed after the execution of
the Web Service.

Figure 6: lnteraction of the different components
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The request object is passed to the Selection
Component by the client thread of the Proxy
Component (Step 2.2). The Selection Component
is responsible for the retrieval of a suitable Web
Service using the results calculated by the Rating
Component. Based on these calculations the
Selection Component chooses the best suitable
Web Service and is now able to invoke the Web
Service (Step 4). For accounting purposes, the
Accounting Component is started (Step 4.1). Every
possible output of the Web Service will be sent by
the Selection Component as a response to the
client thread of the Proxy Component, which itself
will forward the output to the BPEL4WS engine
(Step 4.2.1).
During the execution of the Web Service, the QoS
Monitoring Component checks for violations of the
given SLA (Step 5). In case of a violation, a
warning is created in order to inform the provider of
the particular Web Service (Step 5.1).

5

Related Work

Research in the area of SoA and SoA-based
technologies (e.g. Web Services) has been mainly
focused on certain issues, e.g. SLA management
[JiMS02; SaDM02; DaLP031 or Quality of Service
(QoS) aspects, e.g. [GoKG03; KaKL03; Ran031.
However, the comprehensive realization of flexible
and reliable application systems by dedicated
management support has been either not
addressed or there are no prototypical
implementations that could proof the feasibility of
the proposed concepts, e.g. [EsTo04].
The Web Service Offerings Language (WSOL)
discussed in rPP+03] supports the management
of web sewices as well as the management of web
service compositions. The Web Service Offerings
Infrastructure (WSOI), which enables monitoring of
WSOL-enabled Web Services and dynamic
manipulation of their classes of service, has been
developed to demonstrate the usefulness of WSOL
[TMPE04]. So this work Comes close to our own.
Nevertheless, from a business perspective it is
more beneficial to use the de facto standard BPEL
instead of designing new languages and
specifications.
In [Mc03] BPEL is extended with capabilities for
performance measurements (e.g. logging and
auditing). However, this work discusses only one of

the facets of Web Service management. It does not
address e.g. SLA and policy management in BPEL
processes.

6

Summary and Outlook

In this paper we presented an approach for managing
SoA-based application systems. For this purpose, we
extended the basic SoA concept with additional
management functionality like monitoring mechanisms
and SLA management. As a proof-of-concept we
introduced WSQoSX, a prototypical implementation of
our approach.
Our further research activities aim at extending the
concepts and architectural approaches introduced in
this paper as well as completing the development of
WSQoSX. Furtherrnore, we are researching on a
simulation environment for the evaluation of the
underlying concepts. Especially, we focus on QoSaware selection mechanisms for Web Services based
on optimization problems.
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